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In the International Numa! for Scx-economy and Orgone Research 3, 1944, 

pp. 1-16 (latcr republished in THE CANCER BIOPATHY, 1948, pp. 97-121) 
published a fcw observations on the influente of weather changes on such 

ergcnotic functions as trrnpzrrature diff:.-nfnces between ergen.• 2Crn 	t_^! 

and surreunding air (To T) and differences in the speed of spontancous 

electroscopic discharges. To surnmarize : 
In clear and sunny weather the temperature diffcrence To — T was shown 

to be higher, up to 1.5°C. in the shadc and up to 20°C. in the sun, as com-

pared with thc reaction in a cloudy atmosphere. Prolonged rain reduced the 

diflerence to zero or nearly zero. The spontancous electroscopic discharges, 
too, are slower with clear and faster with rainy weather. 

It was also shown that thesc two reactions ran nearly paraliel. They were 

explaincd as due to increase of orgone cnergy charges in the asmosphere in 

clear and dry weather, and to withdratval of orgone energy into cloud forma-

tions before and during prolonged rain or thunderstorms. 
Prolonged tests of these basic facts confirmed the first conclusivo observa-

tions which were :nade between 1940 and 1944, and were continued over the 

years hy severa' scientific workers. 
In 1947 I succeeded in charging vacua of 0.5 micron pressure with orgone 

energy. 1947 was a severe sunspot year and ali charged vacua showed blue 
lumination upon excitarion. Geiger counter reactions (up to 25,000 impulses 

per second in one special vacor tube), and charges which were demonstrable 
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by ineans of electroscopes attached to unconnectcd electrodes (cf. communi-
eations in Orgone Encrgy Bulletin 1 and 3, 1949). 

Since 1947, some functions in the so-caIled vacor tubes (i.e., orgone-charged 
vacuum tubes) were encountered which resisted explanation. It secrned, how-
ever, that the vanishing of the charges in a few of the vacor tubos had some-
thing to do with thc decrease in sunspot activity from 1948 onward. There 
was nothing to be done but wait and continue daily observation of the 'ator 
phcnomena. In the course af these observations, since 1948, it was possibie to 
estahlish the functions connected with wcather changes which will be de-
scribed in the following. 

The vacor tubes differed among thernselves by varying arrangernents of 
the inner aluminum dectrodes. One of thesc vacor tubos had the following 
characteristics: 

TRIOD VACAR TUSE, 18 x R cm.; 0.5 micron pressure 
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The vacuum tube consists of a cylinder approximately 18 cm. long and 
4 cm. in diameter. It contains three aluminum clectrodes, one on each end and 
one in the middle across the width. The two outer aluminum electrodes are 
used for attachment of the exciting trigger voltage. The one unconnected 
and placed in the middlc is uscd to measure the strength af the orgone cnergy 
field between the two outer elecrrodes. 

A distante of 18 cm. between two electrodes would require from 50 to 80 
tbousand volts to bridge the gap in an 0.5 micron vacuum. 

As reported in 1949, orgone-chargcd vacuum tubes do not operate in the 
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usual way; no sparks cross the gap between the two electrodes. Thc electrical 

tension of approximately 1500 volts which is attached to the outer electrodes 

serves only as a "trigger" for thc excitation of the orgone energy field between 

the terminal electrodes. The calibrated electroscope, which by deflection of 
the leaf indicates the onset and the degrce of thc charge of the orgone energy 

field, is attached to the rniddle electrode. This eiectrode is located ca. 9 cm. 

from each of the two outer electrodes. 
The procedere in rneasuring the orgone energy field charge is the follow- 

ing: 
1. The voltage is increased slowly in steps of one hundred volts until the 

deflection of the leal of the electroscope sets in; it is further increased until 
the deflection reaches a value of approximately 1500 volts, i.e., until it points 

to exactly 45° no the scale, i.e., to the fifth division. 
Measurernents over many months have revealcd the fact that the degree of 

leaf deflection varies not only with the voltage applied to the two trigger 

electrodes but that á also varies w:th the weather: IT REQUIRES MORE VOLTAGE 

TO RAISE THE LEAF TO 45° IN RAD, RAINY, OR STORMY WEATHER THAN IN OLEAR, 

Dayi  "414 •  	 The range of the variation af voltage nceded to 

achieve the 45° deflection was rather great, approxitnately 1500 volts in clear 

and up to 2000 volts in very bad weather. 

The charts which follow (cf. pp. 188-9) dcpict only this variation which 

depends upon the weather. Since thc volt charge varies in reverse proportion 

to the weather (clear weather—less trigger voltage, had weather—higher 

trigger voltage), the numbcrs 1000 to 2000 run nosvNwaxn on the Y axis of 

thc coOrdinate system in steps of 100 volts. This sctting is necessary in arder 

to coórdinate the general run of ali the weather curves drawn. 

2. When the alurninum leaf reaches a 45° deflection, the charging is 

.stopped. The electroscope used in thesc measurements was a very slow coe 

which discharges one cif its ten divisions in about one 'tad to one hour in the 

open air. Thc second step in the measurement is the determination of the rate 

of spontaneotts dischargc of the electroscope. It is interesting to note that 

the discharge is much faster when the electroscope is attached to the vacor 

tube. This seems to be doe to "lcakage" of charge from the center clectrode 

through the orgone-charged vacuum toward the two trigger electrodes which 

are connected with the voltage supply. Refere rneasuring the rate of discharge 

we shut off the trigger voltage cornptetely. In this particular experimentai 
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setting I always measured the spccd aí discharge from the 5th to the 3rd 
scale division. 

Now it was shown that the rate of dischargc also varied with Me weather 
just as it did with measurements in unconnerted electroscopes. The rate of 
discharge was faster in bad weather and slower in clear, sunny weather. The 
range of variation was found to be between 30 and 60 second orgs (for defini-
tion of "second org," cf. THE CANcER B3OPATHY, p. 113). 

In the following charts (cf. p. 188) the following measurements have hen 
integrated with regard to weather reactions: 

1. Baromctcr 29 to 30 pressure in steps of 0.1. 
2. Trigger charge for vacor telhe in volts from 1000v. to 2000v. 
3. Spontaneous electroscopic discharge in org seconcis: 10 to 60 second org. 
4. Temperature diference To — T in decimal centigrades 0°  to 1°C. 
First, kt as survey thc general characteristics of the integrated organotic 

weather functions: 

I. The curves of barorneter, vacor tube trigger voltage, electroscopic dis- 
charge rate, and temperature differences run basically parallel. 

2. Thev ali rço 	 f.unny, cka wradier and uniformly drop shortly 
before and during bad, rainy or stormy weather. 

3. The peaks of the rising curves were taken daily at noon. In the morning 
and evening hours the levei of the curves is usually lower in high altitudes. 
Therefore, measurements were taken between 12 and 13 o'clock over a period 
of four months. 

4. 1f we compare the four curves, we can easily see that the curve repre-
senting thc e/retro:copie reaction is by far the most sensitiva one. Its range 
of riso and drop is larger than the range of the orhers. On May 24, 1950, the 
great sensitivity of the electroscopic reaction to meteorological changes was 
demonstrated in a most impressive manner: The day began at Orgonon with 
beautiful sunshinc and clear weather. At noon, when 1 took the daily meas-
urerrients, aii curves except the electroscopic one had risco in accordance with 
the clear weather. I did not understand why the electroscopic curve had 
dropped by severa] points. I measured again, severa] times, with the same 
result. One hour !ater, at 13h, I began to understand the drop and at 1630h I 
was certain: At 13h clouds had bcgun to appear ali over the sky and at 1630h 
a brief but heavy shower poured down. Soon afterward the sky was com-
pletely clear and the sun shone again. It was only the electroscopic discharge 
which by a stight speed-up had predicted this shower. 
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5. The barometer lags in sensitivity bchind the thrce other meteorological 
reactions. On May 18th and 19th, for instante, electroscope, thermometer, and 
vacar tube trigger voltage showed steep drops, thus indicating the rain which 
ser in at 23e on the 18th and lasted well isto the I9th of May; the barometer, 
however, kept rising. This is a fact which I cannot explain. 

ó. Theoretically the most interesting and also the most important function 
is that shown by the vacar trigger voltage. In terms of meteorologicai views 
which make the gascous atmosphere of the earth (pressure and movement 
due to therrnical differcnccs) alone responsible for the weather phenomena, 
one would not expect reactions in an evacuated tube. One would, in classical 
ternas, not expect that any reactions to weather changes could take place in a 
vacuum of 0.0005 mm. pressure. One could nor possibly assume that a certain 
amount of voltage at the two electrodes would ever be different in effect. 
And last, but nor least, one could not fail to tomprehend that these changes, 
induced at the electrodes (18 cm. apart), would manifesr themselves in the 
electroscope which is connected with the center electrode 9 cm. distant from 
cach of the two terminal trigger electrodes. A vacuum is an "empty" or nearly 
"emrav space" nn air mnvemrnt nr n;r• rre:cciin,  r.nn ri•ark 	nottber enn 

changes in humidity or temperature since there is nothing inside to absorh 
water or hold heat apart from the air-tight condition of the whole system. 

fluctuations of thc "INSIDE"  of the vacuum tube are clearly and 
irrevocably demonstrated and measurabie. The consequentes of there un-
equivocal manifesrations of the vacuum are far-reaching. They are the 
following: 

I. There is "something" within the evacuated and tightly sealed robe which 
is not air and which reacrs to meteorologicai changes in the num atmosphere. 

2. This reaction would not be possible if the "something" within the air-
tight evacuated tube were not somehow in direct contact with the orgone 
encrgy in the atmosphere outside. The reaction requires that the orgone 
encrgy outside and the orgone energy inside the tube are in touch through 
the walls of the pyrex gla.ss tube. 

3. Orgone energy penetrates matter which is impenetrable to air and gas. 
4. There is no vacuum. Ali space is filled by primordial cosmic orgone 

energy. 
Let us now study the fluctuations within the vacuum tube more closely: 
On May 6, 1950, there was no charge in the tube at. ali. The electroscope 

did not react. The weather that day was clear and sunny. High-field charge 
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values were to be expected. The same day a tornado had hit Me Middle Wcst. 
I knew nothing of the tornado at the time of measurement. I read about it in 
the newspaper the following day. This fact means: A vacuum tube, highly 
orgone charged, /ailed tu react in Moine, U.S.A., when a maior atmospheric 
turbulente developed some 2000 nUles to Me West. This requires, again, a 
continuum in the atmosphere which is most sensitive and cannot possibly 
bc gas, i.e., of a material nature. Ir is energy, orgone energy. NaturaIly, it is 
as yet incomprehensible why Chis reaction to a tornado 2000 ri-tiles away takes 
the form of a standstill in functioning. Bur we do not need to try to explain 
everything at once. 

Another reaction of the orgone energy within thc vacuum is the lessening 
of sensitivity to the electrical rrigger voltage. On rainy days, it requires more 
voltage ta obtain the reaction that can be had with less voltage ou sunny days. 
This points to either one of two possibilities: 

The orgone cnergy within the vacuum siows down in motility ar it is 
"thinned out," as it were. Both possibilitics are equally given. The interpreta-
tion of thinning out has the only advantage that it makes understandable the 
accumulation of orgone entrg-v in the massing clouds. 

According to chis view, shortly before the onset of heavy rain or thunder-
storms, orgone energy is withdrawn from thc immcdiatc atmospheric region 
toward the region of cloud formation. To chis we would have to atuibutc the 
typical decrease in the temperature difference (i.e., less kinetic energy at the 
metal plate), thc spced-up in the elcctroscopic discharge (i.e., less energy avail-
able to hold the leal up against gravity) and the reversal of the direction of 
the orgone energy motion in the atrnosphere toward the rcgion of heavy cloud 
formation. 

According to the orgone functions which so far have become cornprehen-
sible to us, cloud formation, rain, and lightning would follow the following 
functions: 

1. Increase in energy levei (motility and charge) in one arca due to sun 
radiation or other factors. 

2. Creation of an orgonemic potentiai difference, i.e., attraction of orgone 
encrgy from weaker regions toward the higher charged cioud center. 

3. Orgone energy attracts water and vice versa. The highly charged weather 
center attracts water vapor from the surrounding atmosphere: first curnulus 
clouds. 

1. The cioud, once formed, constitutes a rather strong water—orgone— 
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energy—system which exerts a strong auraction on orgone encrgy as well as 
on water vapor. Highly concentrated and charged clouds, future thunder- 
storm clouds, are of a deep blue color. The blueness is due to orgone encrgy 
in direct proportion to the charge. The more orgone energy is concentrated, 
the more water is attracted and can be kept suspended; the deeper and denser 
also is the cloud. h can easily be obscrved that grayish clouds tend to spread 
over wide arcas of the sky, whereas deep blue thunderclouds usually form in 
an otherwise clear sky. The gray, evenly distributed cloud releases no or little 
thunder and an even, prolonged raia or drizzle. 

These differences point to the following: 
5. In the formation of heavy thunderclouds there are steep orgonomic 

potentials in the process of build-up between the thundercloud and other 
clouds. Once a certain degree of charge has beca reached the orgonomic 
potcntiaP changes finto the mechanical potential of energy discharge: Light-
ning, i.e., localty most concentrated orgone energy. 

6. Raia would set in when the amount of water carried and suspendcd in 
the cloud outweighs the capacity of the orgone charges to keep the water 
suspcnded. Usually, in a thundcrstorrn the onset of heavy raia and lightning 
are simultancous though discharges may occur before the onset of raia. Dur-
ing raia the water again separates from the orgone encrgy. Haiti water retains 
some of its charge. Ir shows an orgonotic potcncy of 3 as compared with 
di st il icd water, I, and tapwater, 4. 

Much remains to be investigated in this realm. However, the orgonotic 
functions of the atmosphere relieve us of the queer assumption that an essen-
tially ion-frec atmosphere can develop suddenly, out aí nothing so to speak, 
the high charges of a lightning flash. It also frees us from the equaliy cumber-
some assumption that water droplets are results of condensation of vapor 
around "dust particles." Any microscope will easily reveal the fact that there 
can be no talk of "dust particks" as centcrs of condensation. The dust particies 
would have to come down with the raia and be visible under high mag-
nification. And even the assumption of "dust particles" does not in the kast 
make understandable the suspension of millions of gallons of water in the 
atmosphere. 

In December, 1944, in the course of experimentation with bion water in 
Experiment XX (cf. International fournal of Sex-economy and Orgone Re- 

1  Cl. Reich • "Cosmic Orgone Energy and Ether," Orgome Ertergy Ballo," 4. 1949, 
pp 146-147. 
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search 4, 1945, pp. 133-146), we found out that different bion water solutions 
showed a nearly paralld riso and drop in orgonotic charge. (The orgonotic 
potency of the bion water was measured with a flux rophotometer.) The riso 
in the curve corresponded with clear and the drop with muggy or rainy 
weather. Since ali four preparations of bion water show the sante phenomena, 
only one conclusion is possible: 

The orgone encrgy contaMed in Me bion water reacts to weather changes 
in the same manner as does the charged vaeor tube. 

From here a self-evident concIusion foliows: 
The living organism contains orgonotically highly charged Iluids in its 

mcmbranous system. The organistnic reactions to rnetcorological changes 
become understandahle if we attribute these changes to the reactions of 
orgone energy in fluids and in vacua to weather changes. The living organ-
ism. too, is more active in sunny, clear weather and doms down ettergetically 
in muggy or rainy suta:4er. It is well known that iheurnatic patients as well 
as cancer patients react severely to weather changes. 

down before fact as a b'ttle child, be prepared to giue up evcry pre-
ccnIceived norion, foliou; humbly wherever and to whatever abysses 
Nasure leais, or you shall le-arn nothing. I have only begun to learn 
content and pcace of mind :ince  I have resolved at ali risks to do Mis. 

—T. H. Huxurs 
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